
YFL212 
STUDENT FLUTE

$799
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YSL154 STUDENT 
TROMBONE $1,049

YAS26 STUDENT 
ALTO SAX $1,429

YTR2330 
STUDENT 
TRUMPET 
$725
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PSRE263 KEYBOARD $229
The ideal first keyboard for musicians who are just starting out, 

with hundreds of sounds to start you on your musical journey. 

Includes BONUS HPH50 headphones valued at $49.99 RRP*.

PSRE363 KEYBOARD $319
More sounds, more styles and more songs plus touch sensitive keyboard 

and melody suppressor. Includes BONUS HPH50 headphones valued 

at $49.99 RRP.* PSREW300 also available, $429.

PSRE463 KEYBOARD $449
61-key touch sensitive portable keyboard with 758 voices, 

235 accompaniment Styles, 6-track recorder, Quick Sampling 

(.Wav 44.1Khz), Groove Creator, real-time control knobs for 

creative effects control. PSREW410 also available, $599.

NP12 PIANO STYLE KEYBOARD $289
Slim and lightweight, 61 key touch response keyboard with built-in 

speakers and 10 pre-set voices. NP32 with 76 keys and  graded soft 

touch action also available, $399.

P45B PORTABLE DIGITAL PIANO $629
88 key weighted and graded action with authentic piano sound 

and onboard speakers. Optional L85 wooden stand available, 

$149.99 RRP.* P125 Digital Piano also available, $899.

HPH50 
HEADPHONES
$49.99
Designed for use with 

musical instruments. 

Limited stock.

YRS24B 
RECORDER 
$10

YAMAHA  
KEYS  
DIGITAL PIANOS

&



YCL221II 
BASS CLARINET 
$3,795
Built for the modern student. 

This bass clarinet features a 

2 piece, ABS construction 

ensuring a portable, durable 

and musical bass clarinet.

YCL255 STUDENT 
CLARINET $749
The YCL255 combines state-of-

the-art production expertise with 

high-end Yamaha clarinet features. 

The result is an outstanding 

entry-level instrument that delivers 

a warm, resonant tone that is 

remarkably similar to that of a 

wood clarinet. YCL450III step-up 

clarinet also available, $1,599.

YCL450M STEP-UP 
CLARINET $1,599
The YCL450M is a Grenadilla wood 

instrument designed with the know-how 

gained through years of experience crafting 

professional level instruments. The YCL450M 

additionally features our “Duet+” treatment 

applied to the instrument bore making the 

instrument more durable and less susceptible 

to the effects of humidity and temperature. 

YCL650WC also available, $2,099.

YFL372 STEP-UP FLUTE $1,699
Yamaha took all the lessons learnt through the process of developing and perfecting 

our Handmade models and incorporated it into the design of our intermediate and 

standard flutes. Featuring a Solid Silver headjoint,  these are flutes that will help 

beginners rapidly improve, while offering more advanced players excellent response 

and tonal qualities. YFL472ID with Solid Silver head and body also available, $2,199.

YPC32 PICCOLO $1,299
With its easy playability, accurate intonation, and 

characteristic piccolo sound, the YPC32 is very popular 

with students as well as doublers. The body is made of 

sturdy, maintenance-free ABS resin for a sound similar 

to that of natural wood. YPC62 also available, $1,699.

YAMAHA BAND & ORCHESTRAL

Featuring the same high-grade 

design and craftsmanship as 

the 300 and 400 series models, 

200 Series Flutes are made of 

durable nickel silver with an 

attractive silver-plate finish. They 

are characterised by excellent 

response and intonation. 

YFL222ID also available, $735.

YFL212  
STUDENT FLUTE
$799



YAS280 
STUDENT ALTO 
SAX $1,779
The 280 saxophones provide 

beginners with a reliable 

instrument to start playing on. 

They offer a characteristically 

bright saxophone sound 

with excellent intonation and 

some surprisingly high quality 

features for an entry-level 

instrument. YTS280ID tenor 

sax also available, $2,199.

YAS62YVSPACK 
PROFESSIONAL 
ALTO SAX PACK 
$2,999
The YAS62 is a staple of 

the saxophone world. 

This pack combines the 

tradition of the YAS62 

with the technology of the 

newly designed Venova.

YTS62III 
PROFESSIONAL 
TENOR SAX $3,499
Already a legend, the “62” attained 

the love and respect of a wide range 

of players for its highly reliable 

performance and outstanding 

quality. It owes its success to a group 

of dedicated designers with great 

vision, and highly skilled craftsmen 

performing their work with an 

extraordinary level of devotion, 

perfection, and passion.

YBS32E 
BARITONE 
SAX $6999
Players around the 

globe know Yamaha’s 

baritone saxophones for 

their outstanding sound. 

Yamaha has refreshed 

the traditional image of 

these instruments with 

powerful, yet delicate 

tone and exceptional 

playability.

YEVPRACPACK4 ELECTRIC VIOLIN PRACTICE PACK $1,249
The YEV electric violin range is perfect for plug and play performance. This beautifully designed 

instrument aims to feel like an acoustic violin in the player’s hands. The Practice Pack comes bundled 

with a THR5A amp and a G10 wireless relay system to ensure you are ready for both live performance 

and home practice. YEVPRACPACK5 ($1,349), YEV104 ($999) and YEV105 ($1,099) also available.

YVS100 VENOVA $139
With the introduction of the YVS100 

Venova there is an instrument simple 

and durable enough to take anywhere. 

Featuring a solid ABS resin construction, 

synthetic reed and Yamaha 4C soprano 

saxophone mouthpiece the Venova is more 

powerful than it looks. Its branched wind 

pipe means the Venova can play a full 2 

octaves, a first for ABS resin instruments.

YAS26 STUDENT 
ALTO SAX $1,429
The YAS26 features the build 

quality of more professional 

models without the fancy extras, 

making it the perfect instrument to 

start on. YTS26ID tenor sax also 

available, $1,899.

YAMAHA BAND & ORCHESTRAL



YTR3335 
STEP-UP TRUMPET $949
For the first time Yamaha has designed a 

step-up trumpet with a reversed main tuning 

slide allowing for an exceptional feel and 

response. The two piece yellow brass bell 

has the perfect parameter for the needs of a 

student. YTR3335S also available, $999.

YTR6335 PROFESSIONAL 
TRUMPET $1,699
Yamaha’s professional models are medium-

weight for a perfect all-around playability. 

They’re at home in any setting, from studio 

to big band, concert band, chamber 

group, or orchestra. YTR6335A and 

YTR6335S also available, $1,699 each.

YSL154 STUDENT TROMBONE $1,049
Yamaha trombones were designed to make it easier for beginning students 

to sound good. They are produced in Yamaha workshops by highly trained 

craftspeople with very similar specifications and manufacturing processes 

as we use on our top of the line models. YSL154S also available, $1,049.

YSL456A STEP-UP TROMBONE $2,299
The YSL456A is 100% made in Japan at the Yamaha Toyooka factory. Built 

exclusively for Australia, the YSL456A is a true step up from the student 

range into the superior quality of a Yamaha instrument, meeting the needs of 

aspiring players with the perfect balance of features, durability and price. 

YAMAHA BAND & ORCHESTRAL

The YTR2330 trumpet is the perfect starter 

instrument for students. The main focus for the 

design was on a light and easy to play trumpet 

with a great sound and perfect intonation. The 

Monel alloy pistons are well known for their 

good, consistent action and minimise the need for 

maintenance. YTR2330S also available, $725.

YTR2330 STUDENT 
TRUMPET
$725

SB7XII SILENT BRASS FOR TRUMPET $229
Yamaha’s next generation silent brass delivers greater playing enjoyment, anytime, 

anywhere. The silent brass consists of a smaller, lighter, freer blowing Pickup Mute, and 

the Personal Studio, which features Yamaha’s exclusive Brass Resonance Modelling. 

Used together, the two deliver the natural acoustic tone you hear when playing without 

a mute, making it feel as though you are playing mute free. SB5XII also available, $259.

YHR567 DOUBLE  
FRENCH HORN $4,699
The popular 567 is a full Bb/F double horn 

with a design very similar to the innovative 

667V. Its easy response and sure note 

centering make it ideal for students, while the 

colourful tone and precise intonation make it 

attractive to pros. The 567 is an outstanding 

horn and great value for its price.

YEP201S  
EUPHONIUM $2,999
The YEP201S is an excellent instrument 

for younger players, or when budget is a 

strong consideration. It is lighter weight 

than more advanced models making it 

easier to hold and play, but still features 

a big full sound, and easy response. 



CS40 CLASSICAL  
GUITAR $165
3/4 size nylon string guitar 

for young learners.

GIGMAKER800 
ACOUSTIC PACK $299
Steel string folk guitar with a solid 

Sitka Spruce top, comes with gig bag 

and digital tuner. Available in Matte 

($299, pictured) or Gloss ($319).

GIGMAKER310 
ACOUSTIC 
PACK $219
Steel string acoustic guitar 

with digital tuner, gig 

bag, picks, strings, capo, 

string winder and strap.

APX600 ELECTRIC 
ACOUSTIC $399
Perfect on stage tone with a piezo 

pick up, thin body, cutaway 

and scale length for excellent 

playabilty. Limited stock.

APXT2 TRAVELLER 
GUITAR $329
Small bodied steel string acoustic 

guitar with pickup and gig bag. Also 

available in Exotic Wood. Limited stock.

CSF1M COMPACT  
FOLK GUITAR $499
Steel string, solid Sitka Spruce top, Mahogany back and 

sides, piezo pick up for solid plugged in performance. 

Includes hard bag. All-solid CSF3M also available, $699.

GIGMAKERC40 
GUITAR PACK $199
Recommended by teachers, this 

full size classical guitar comes 

with a clip-on digital tuner.

JR2 COMPACT 
GUITAR $199
Play this compact size 

steel string acoustic guitar 

anywhere you go. Gig bag 

included. 

NTX500 SLIM BODY 
NYLON $399
NTX500 is a modern designed 

electric-acoustic nylon string guitar 

with a thin body depth and a slim-

profile neck for easy playability 

which is perfect for playing Latin, 

Jazz, Pop or Rock music.

CG122M CLASSICAL 
GUITAR $359
The CG122’s solid Engelmann Spruce 

top delivers the more detailed and 

mature sound that advanced students and 

performers need. CGX122MSC ($499) 

and CG142S ($399) also available.

GL1 GUITALELE 
$119
Ukulele-sized 6 string Nylon 

guitar with carry bag.

YAMAHA  
ACOUSTIC GUITARS



FG820 ACOUSTIC 
GUITAR $399
FG820 features a solid 
Spruce top, new scalloped 
x-type bracing for a warm 
rich tone, and Mahogany 
back and sides. Left-handed 
version also available.

FG800 ELECTRIC-
ACOUSTIC GUITAR, $449 
FGX800C has a cutaway body and a 
pickup that fits perfectly in a mix, and 
an easy-to-see chromatic tuner, these 
guitars are the perfect support when 
you’re beginning to play live. FGX820C 
with Mahogany back/sides ($549) and 
FGX930C with Rosewood back/sides 
($699) also available.

FG TRANSACOUSTIC $799
World-renowned Yamaha FG series introduces 
TransAcoustic model with reverb and chorus effects built in 
to the body of the guitar, no amp required! Solid Spruce top 
with Mahogany back and sides. Listen, play, be inspired!

YAMAHA GUITARS

PAC012 ELECTRIC GUITAR, $249 (left) 
The first electric guitar of choice around the world  
for many years, PAC012 features a versatile sound 
with humbucker and two single-coil pickups and 
quality hardware.

PAC112J ELECTRIC GUITAR, $299 (right) 
The PAC112J is a fantastic step-up guitar for the 
beginner with a solid Alder body, 5-way switchable 
pickup configuration (bridge Humbucker, middle 
single coil and neck single coil) and diecast tuners. 
PAC112JL left-handed version ($299) and PAC112V 
with Alnico V pickups ($369) also available.

TRBX174EW BASS GUITAR, $319 (left) 
Maple neck, split plus single-coil pickups with Exotic 
Wood top and Mahogany body. Available in Natural, 
Root Beer, Translucent Black and Tobacco Brown 
Sunburst (pictured). TRBX174 also available, $299.

TRBX204 BASS GUITAR, $399 (centre) 
The TRBX204 features active electronics for a powerful 
and versatile sound, as well as a Maple neck, split 
plus single-coil pickups and chrome hardware.

TRBX304 BASS GUITAR, $549 (right) 
This bass guitar has Performance EQ active circuitry 
that gives instant access to the perfect sound for your 
playing style. 5-string TRBX305 also available, $649.

GIGMAKER10 ELECTRIC 
GUITAR PACK $379 
Includes Yamaha PAC012 
guitar, VOX PATHFINDER10 
amp, VOX cable, digital tuner, 
strings, picks, strap and string 
winder. Available in Dark Blue 
Metallic, Red Metallic (pictured) 
and Black. PATHFINDER10 also 
sold separately $109  
(Bass version $129).

GIGMAKER



BONUS

TERMS AND CONDITIONS All offers and discounted prices in this catalogue are part of a national sales program conducted by Yamaha Music Australia Pty Ltd and are valid only between 1 November 2018 and 31 December 
2018 at participating Yamaha dealers which can be found at livingmusicyamaha.com.au. Not all products listed in this catalogue are available at all Yamaha dealers. While stocks last. The prices as set out or referred to in this catalogue 
apply for the duration of the program and may be sold at this price or lower. The Yamaha dealer participating in this promotion may not have sold these products in the past and where it has sold these products it may have sold them 
at more or less than the advertised price. The Yamaha dealer participating in this promotion may not have sold these products in the past and where it has sold these products it may have sold them at less than RRP. Only stands, stools 
and accessories outlined in the product description are included. Participating dealers may charge freight. Lifestyle images are for illustration purposes only. iPhone, iPod, are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other 
countries. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC. *These are recommended retail prices (RRP) only and there is no obligation for 
Yamaha dealers to comply with this recommendation. Errors and omissions excepted.

l ivingmusicyamaha.com.au
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DTX402K PLUS PACKAGE $649
Powerful but easy to use electronic drum kit with 415 
voices, built-in training functions and a dedicated 
iOS/Android app. Comes with Yamaha drum stool, 
sticks and HPH50 headphones. DTX452K Plus 
Package also available, $899.

DTX522K PLUS PACKAGE $1,299
Next level DTX kit with top quality sounds and the  
ultra-realistic feel of an 8” 3 zone textured silicone 
snare. Includes kick pedal, drum stool, sticks and 
HPH50 headphones.

Transform you entire drum kit into a powerful 
electronic acoustic hybrid with sampled 
sounds and studio quality digital effects.

EAD ELECTRONIC 
ACOUSTIC 
DRUM SYSTEM
$599

DT50K KICK 
TRIGGER $99
Attach the DT50K to your 
bass drum to transmit playing 
signals to your DTX trigger 
module to create a powerful 
hybrid drum kit. DT50S 
Snare/Tom trigger also 
available, $99.

PCY95AT  
CYMBAL PAD $99
Add an additional cymbal 
pad to your DTX452K or 
DTX502 series kit with the 
PCY95AT. Mounting clamp, 
arm and cable included.

BONUS

RYDEEN DRUM KIT IN EURO 
OR FUSION SIZES $999
Includes 5 piece kit in Euro or Fusion sizes, 
double-braced hardware and Paiste ride, crash 
and hi-hat cymbals plus BONUS drum stool.

STAGE CUSTOM BIRCH 
PERFORMER PACK $1,399
With 100% birch shells and 700 series hardware.
Package includes 10”x7” and 12”x8” toms, 16”x15” 
floor tom, 22”x17” bass drum, 14”x5.5” snare and 
BONUS 14” floor tom. Cymbals sold separately.

YAMAHA DRUMS


